
Supporting Consumer Duty
Just some of the ways The Exchange is supporting 
you deliver the principles of Consumer Duty

#smartersourcing

Design of products & services

Price & value

Consumer understanding

Consumer support

Equity Release -  
Highlighting the true 
cost of products
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Consumer understanding

The Consumer Duty's 'consumer 
understanding' outcome requires firms to 

give consumers the information they 
need, in a way they can easily understand, 

at the right time in the process

Supporting Consumer Duty

#smartersourcing

Providing insights into the actual cost of products, and the 
amount that would need to be paid back at a certain age, helps 
consumers better understand the options available and how 
they compare to each other. 

By showing the impact of compound interest and how the loan 
could roll up to a higher amount than expected, demonstrates 
how rates and fees can impact the size of the loan in future.

These insights are key to ensuring customers understand 
products as fully as possible, and therefore to achieving this 
outcome.

Robert Bowes
Senior Product Manager

Equity Release -  Highlighting the true cost of products
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Supporting Consumer Duty

#smartersourcing

Consumer 
understanding

Net loan - true amount that can be borrowed by the policyholder(s)

Total cost of loan - total amount that will need to be paid back if the policy continues to assumed term

Cost per pound - the amount that needs to be paid back for each pound borrowed; a strong indicator of value

Equity Release -  Highlighting the true cost of products
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Supporting Consumer Duty
Equity Release -  Highlighting the true cost of products

#smartersourcing

Consumer 
understanding

Annual interest - shows the impact of rolled up interest on the term of the mortgage

Model growth rate - allows you to review the impact of house growth rates on the equity remaining
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Here to 
help you.

iress.com/The-Exchange

Free monthly webinars
Book online and select a date at Iress.com/sourcing-webinars

Bespoke training
Why not let one of experts help you get the most out of The Exchange 
with bespoke webinar training sessions and onsite training

Email - sourcingadoption@iress.com
Call us - 03450 530 490

Videos / Blogs / Insights
Why not join The Exchange community for more great videos and 
insights from the Iress team
https://community.iress.com/t5/ExchangeCommunity


